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IVY HAY HJKJLII CENTENNIAL CONCERT THURSDAY
Marching sedately into
Chapel Monday morning, the
junior class presented a legitimate cover-up to precede the
damage they would wreak as
they satiricized the senior
class.
Leading the procession was
James M. Aikman, Chief Marshall, carrying the traditional
mace. This year the mace was
followed by Peter d'Errico carrying the rather un-traditional
clapper from Hathorn's bell.
Welcoming the audience, and
espcially the Seniors present,
was president of the Class of
1965, Newton Clark. Setting the
pace for what was to follow
with "Seniors prepare yourselves, Abandon hope, all ye
who listen here," Newt, admonished the other classes to
take note of what was to be
said later in the program.
Toastmaster for the occasion
was the intimidating and inimitable Peter Gomes. Explaining that this particular
Ivy Day celebration was a parody on Convocation, Peter told
how and why students had
come to be the speakers at this
"Convocation." He said, "We
searched the archives and consulted the best brains on campus; in addition to that we
asked some faculty members
too. . . one such debacle in one
hundred years is one too many
and so we are "stuck" so to
speak, with the present panel
of experts who will share with
their insights." Setting the
pace for the celebratio'n, Peter
added, "We are even awarding
some honorary degrees (mostly 3rd) to particular people
worthy of comment (if not
commendation).
Allen N. Harvie, "suave
Harv," then delivered the Toast
to the Coeds. Adapting the
Gettysburg Address to his own
purpose, he admonished the
Batesy coeds with ". . . you
shall be coeds of the Bates
men, by the Bates men and for
the Bates men. . . you are like

the ivy not only in the fact
that you've been climbing the
walls for four years, but like
the ivy planted in a hole, you
were planted in Lewiston."
Slashing the Senior men's
side of campus, Anne Googins,
compared various male senior
notables?? to workers on the
"Gentlemen's Home Journal."
The magazine was spirited
from her hands by Prexy who
at the time was off to Afganistan to visit and speak before
an alumni group. He wanted
to show the magazine to "show
the world the calibre of Bates
graduates especially the women alumni who never thought
the Bates men could make out
. . . very well."
Cinthia Bagster-Collins reminced in her Toast to the Seniors about the days when the
seniors were sophomores and
the juniors were freshmen.
"Yes, our dear Seniors, I mean
sophomores, you have succeeded well. You have given us
great unity and singleness of
purpose, as will be only too
well demonstrated this morning."
Sixth speaker, and the third
girl from Cheney House to
speak, was Marcia Flynn, who
"went classical", did some fantastic ad-libbing, described in
great detail the capture of
Dean Randall and of her rescue by Batesy athletes. The
text of her speech was likened
to the Trojan War and included descriptions of the appearances and prowess of notables
of the playing fields.
Jeffery Roualt spelled out,
for the benefit of those present, various little known facts
about well known people on
the faculty: F for foolish; A for
(several words came to mind)
but administration was used;
C for core courses; U for unlimited cuts; Lfor lethargic; T
for tenure and Tagliabue; Y
for Youthful outlook and
Yawn. Each of these was quite
aptly and pointedly elaborated
upon.
The Toad, Carl J. Morrison,
Bates' poet laureate, composed
and presented the Ivy Day Ode.
The Toad's Ode, Wherefore
Succour the Ivy?, told of poor
Lucinda and of her horrible
end when she valiantly tried to
stimulate the Ivy's growth. "I'll
be damned, now, Poison Ivy—
Kill as dead as hell, you
know!"
Abby Palmer delivered the
Ivy Day Oration In a different
tone apart from the preceeding
others. Quite seriously she told
us that we must concern ourselves with the world around
us. Alluding to the title of a
first grade primer, she gave us
words to live by, "Think and
do."

The Bates College Centennial Chorus under the direction of D. Robert Smith and in conjunction with guest performers will present a series of concerts in the Chapel tomorrow, and
on June 5 and 6. Tomorrow's concert and the presentation on June 5 will feature guest musicians Selysette Wright, pianist,
and Peter Hardwick, violinist. The program for June 6 will Robert Smith. An album recpresent Pierre Luboshuntz and orded by the chorus will soon
Genia Nemenoff ,duo-pianists. be available to students.
The Centennial Chorus will
Peter Hardwick, a native of
perform Randall Thompson's Britain, is currently teaching
Mass of the Holy Spirit at each at Central School in Auburn on
of the concerts. Mrs. Wright an exchange fellowship from
and Mr. Hardwick are to pre- Kidderminster, England. Mr.
sent Beethoven's Sonata for Hardwick is a graduate of the
violin and piano opus 24 in F Royal College of Music in LonMajor ("Spring"). Mr. Lubo- don, and a fellow of the Lonshurtz and Miss Nemenoff will don College of Music.
play Rachmaninoff's Suite No.
Selysette Wright is a gradu2 for Two Pianos. The concerts
are a part of the College's Cen- ate of the Paris Conservatory
of Music, with first prize in
tennial Festival of the Arts.
Piano, Chamber Music, History
The Centennial Chorus is of Music, and Harmony. She
composed of Bates students se- has appeared in recital
lected from the concert and throughout Europe with her
chapel choirs. The Chorus is father, Charles Panzera, disunder the direction of Prof. D. tinguished lieder singer.

BATES CHOIR

PHI BETA KAPPA

POPHAM

Eight seniors were elected to
Phi Beta Kappa today at the
Honors Day Chapel this morning. Norman Bowie, Douglas
Dobson, Norman Gillespie,
Jane McGrath, David Harrison,
Richard Hoyt, Dorothy March,
and Gracia Seekins were chosen by the faculty committee to
receive the award. Norman
Bowie, had been chosen last
year to be elected to the society from the junior class.

The annual Spring Weekend
begins Friday, and is highlighted by the Ivy Dance Saturday night and the Popham
Beach Outing Sunday.
Over six hundred students
will go on the annual outing
to Popham Beach Sunday. The
busses, which will provide the
transportation for most of the
students, will leave campus at
9:00 Sunday morning and
leave Popham about 4:30 in
the afternoon.
As in past years, the cost
of the outing varies with the
kind of meal purchased, but
does not exceed $1.50 per person. The cost of the bus tickets,
being sold today, is $1.50 each.
In the event of rain the meal
will be served in the gym.
Bob Peck '64 and other Outing Club members are the people in charge of this year's trip
to Popham Beach.

The PBK committee is made
up of those faculty members
who were elected to Phi Beta
Kappa while undergraduates.
The requirements for being
elected to Phi Beta Kappa are
high academic standing and
character.

PLANS
The theme of the Spring
Dance this year is Swing into
Spring, to be held this Saturday in the gym. The semiformal affair features Fred Sateriale and his dance-band.
Tickets, now on sale, are
$3.75 per couple. The chairmen
of this year's dance committee
are Linda Reisner and Sharon
Fisher.

Notice No. 1
An opening of the Commencement Ait Exhibit will be
held In the Treat Gallery Sunday, May 17, from 3:00-5:00
p.m. The exhibit consists of
oils, watercolors, drawings,
and prints loaned by residents of the Lewiston-Aubum
area from their private collections.
)
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HOPPER
In the short space of a month,
the newly convened Student
Senate has regained the initiative in ali-campus atlairs with
a program that encompasses
long-range plans as well as
day to day business. Freshman
Senators have joined the incumbent "professionals" in
realizing the need for activity
on all fronts by voting then
approval for an expanded program.
Under President Edward
Brooks a number of new committees have been formed to
act in the students' behalf. Primary interest has centered
around the Senate Committee
on a Student Union. Under the
chairmanship of Senator Janice Kopco, well-tuned efforts of
the Proctor Councils have been
merged under the Senate committee to produce a unified
picture. As a member of that
committee I can tell you a preliminary report is due to reach
the Senate floor before the year
is out. With two sessions left
before we adjourn for the summer, it is probable that this
will be reported by our committee on Tuesday evening,
May 19. Since the question enjoys wide-spread popularity, I
would not be surprised if the
visitors chairs in lower Libbey
Forum are filled prior to the
6:00 P.M. meeting time.
Other programs are under
discussion. There is a committee dealing with acoustical
noise in the library; also a
joint study is being undertaken by the Senate Student Activities Committee and the
Chase Hall Dance Committee
concerning expanded social
life. This will unfortunately
have to wait until we reconvene again next semester. It is
my sincere hope that in the
fall these programs will meet
with the support of an interested student body.

THUMM on TV Jersey
Science Conference

Dr. Thumm, professor of government, recently moderated a
taped series of five panel discussions now being shown on
WCBB-TV. The topic of the
panels was Urban Renewal in
the State of Maine. In successive weeks the problem as it
existed in the cities of Portland, Bangor, Waterville, Bath,
and Lewiston was examined.
Dr. Thumm stated that the
programs were designed to enlighten the people of Maine as
to what urban renewal was
and what it could and could
not do". Thus it made no recommendations but was strictly
objective and informational.
The panels consisted of local
urban renewal directors, Citizens' Committee representatives, foes of urban renewal,
and others from the cities discussed.
A system to deal with the
problems of urban renewal being set up in Lewiston is currently in the advanced planning stage.

Two seniors, David Harrison
and John Schatz, represented
Bates at the 18th annual Eastern College Scientific Conference held at Jersey City State
College. The purpose of the
gathering was for undergraduates to present papers on reseach projects carried out in
various fields of science.
Several prominent speakers
keynoted the conference. Dr.
A. Wigner, co-discoverer of the
Rh Blood factor, spoke on
blood-group genetics and managed to squelch some of the old
wives' tale in his field. Dr. A.
Galston, a plant physiologist
at Yale, presented the thesis
that plants are exciting and do
more than just sit and grow.
Before the morning was finished, the audience heartily
supported his arguments.
Over 200 papers were read by
students from institutions from
Ohio to Maine. Topics varied
greatly from rocket fuel to psychosomatic diseases in college
women. It was a chance for undergraduate science majors to
speak to others in their field
and "compare notes." This
communication sparked the
conference and made it the
success it was.

Notice No. 3
MOVIES
Students with suggestions
for films to be placed an the
Robinson Player's film schedule for next year are invited to
submit their ideas to either
Sam Withers '65 or to John
Strassburger '64 for consideration in drawing up next year's
program.

Notice No. 2
RECORDS
Will all persons who have
borrowed any records from
WRJR please return them to
the station office by 10 PM
May 20. All persons who have
not returned records by that
time will be subject to penalty.
We would appreciate everyone's co-operation in this matter.
Executive Board of WRJR
ART ASSOCIATION
The Bates Art Association Intercollegiate Outdoor Exhibit,
being held Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday of this week from
10 AM to 5 PM features student work from five Maine colleges besides Bates.

LEWISTON
DRIVE-IN
WED. THRU SAT.
Pctar Selltri - Sterling Haydan
George C. Scolt
"DR. STRANGE LOVE"
Charlton Heslon
"DIAMOND HEAD"
SUN - MON - TUES
Rock Hudson
"MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT"
Sandra Da* - Bobby Darin
"IF A MAN ANSWERS"

Rt

126 • Satiattiis St

EMPIRE

ADULTS
ONLY

"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!"
"BEST ACTORI
*Mlt Flnaej

Wed. - Thurt. - Fri. - Sat.
DR. STRANGELOVE
Starring
Peter Sellers, Sterling Hayden,
George Scott, Keenan Wynn
FIRST RUN

Color

BEST DIRECTOR!'
Ton, KlcMnJici

CHAPEL COMMITTEE
PROGRESS REPORT
By Sally M. Smyth '65,
Chairman
Since late last fall a Senate
sponsored committee has been
studying the Bates Chapel-Assembly program in an attempt
to evaluate the program as it
now exists and to propose various changes for the future. In
the course of its study the committee distributed a questionnaire to the faculty and administration.
Approximately
twenty colleges comparable to
Bates in size and structure
were also contacted in an effort to compare the Bates program with those of other
schools. In an attempt to obtain student attitudes and
opinions on the program, a
survey was given to the members of the freshman, sophomore, and junior classes. Out
of the approximately 680 members of the three classes, 547
returned surveys. The questions were presented in two
sections, one pertaining to the
Monday-Friday assembly program, and the other concerning the Wednesday Chapel
service.
It seems that a large number
of students feel that the number of worthwhile MondayFriday assembly programs lies
somewhere between one out of
four and one out of ten. A solid
70% of the students, however,
remember enjoying particular
Monday-Friday programs at
one time or another. 468 stu
dents or 94% felt that the majority of students do not benefit from the current MondayFriday programs.
A majority of returns (55%%)
stated that the present Wed
nesday Chapel is not worth
while. Yet nearly 80% felt that
a college sponsored religious
program can be of value. An
overwhelming majority (76% I
of students feel that compul
sory attendance detracts from
the usefulness of Wednesday
Chapel.
In interpreting the data the
general attitudes of the stu
dents seem to be as follows:

the present system, both Monday-Friday and Wednesday, is >
not worthwhile; a program of
some sort is either necessary or
worthwhile; and a considerable decrease in the frequency
of programs is desired.
The committee had originally hoped to present a report
and request to the administration sometime this spring. Due
to the current study of the proposed change in operations,
however, it has been decided
that any official request at this
time would be inadvisable. It
is the feeling of the committee
that for the moment all student and faculty attention
should be directed toward the
various proposals for change in
the calendar which are now
being discussed. In addition, as
soon as a decision has been
reached concerning this issue,
the committee will be in a
position to present a more up
to-date and complete report.

«

i

For these reasons, the com
mittee will continue its work
throughout the fall. One member, Nancy Lester, '64, will be '
lost due to graduation. Her
place will be filled by Howard
Dorfman, '65, who will also
function as a Senate representative. The rest of the committee's membership will remain
unchanged: Sara M. Smyth,
'65, Peter d'Errico, '65, Sam '
Withers, '65, Laura Deming,
'65, and Mel Burrowes, '66.

Notice No. 4
RECORD DELAY NOTICE
The Centennial Festival Record will not be delivered for a
few more days due to the original shipment having many
off-center records. The manufacturer has authorized return of the original shipment
and promises prompt replacement with perfect records.

Summer vacation?
%
Well help you see the world,
have a great time,
[and save money, too.,

—NIW YORK MM CRITICS AWARO

Sheraton's Campus Representative will give you • free Student ID or
Faculty Guest Card. With It you can get low discount rates at all 90
Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns 'round the world... even In single
rooms I With 2 or 3 In a room, you save even more. And you get fabulous
food. Beautiful rooms. Free parking. Let Sheraton teach you a thing or
two about relaxing and living It up this summer... at Sheratons from
Montreal to Mexico City, from Waikikl Beach to New York. For your
free ID or Guest Card, and more Information, contact: ~~~
College Relations Director
College Relations DepL, Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington 8, D.C

90 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Ions

,
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O. C. WANDERINGS
I

By Penny Barbour '65
Once again the Outing Club
is looking forward to putting
on its best event of the year —
, the outing to Popham Beach on
May 17. The Council has made
plans to arrive at Popham
early in the morning to dig
cooking pits, set up tables, and
( prepare the delicious seafood
lunch. As in past years the
menu will include a Clam
Plate, a Lobster Plate and
* a Hamburg Plate for those who
do not like seafood. The buses
will leave at 9:00 Sunday
morning from Rand. No tickets
I will be sold at the beach.
Last weekend the Outing
Club Council went to Camp
Wabanaki near Naples, Maine
r for it annual camping trip
known as Advance (the O. C.
always advances, it never retreats!) The primary purpose
of Advance is to have fun, but
the gathering also serves as a
planning session for the coming year. In addition to the traditional meeting Saturday eve, ning, Newt Clark proposed that
the Council meet In small informal groups to discuss the
various problems facing the organization. The major topics
• under discussion were Winter
Carnival, the expansion of out-

door activities, ways to use the
O. C. cabins more effectively,
and the interpretation of the
purpose of the Outing Club.
It is with regret that the Outing Club will be bidding farewell to Mr. Wayne Steele at
the end of the year. We have
appreciated his help tremendously in helping us order food
and prepare lunches for the
various outings.
Shortly after the all campus
election for officers of the Outing Club, a board of director
was selected from the Council
to handle the various functions
of the organization. The thirteen directors work with the
officers to organize and run the
hikes, and trips, plan weekends like Carnival and Popham, and see that the many
activities run smoothly. The
directors for next year will be:
Cabins and Trails: Brad Wyman '65 and Sue Huiskamp
'65; Hikes and Trips: Charlie
Love '66 and Suzie C. Smith
'65; Carnival: Larry Brown '66
and Mollie Anderson '67; Publicity: Bruce Wilson '67 and
Penny Barbour '65; Cat Tracks
(the Council newspaper): Peter
Mendall '66; Equipment Room:
Ray Danforth '66 and Liz Frangedakis '65.

Junior Year Abroad
Ted Strycharz '66
"Mixing with men is wonderfully useful, and visiting
foreign countries, not merely
to bring back knowledge of the
measurements of the Santa Rotunda, or of the richness of
Signora Livia's drawers; but to
bring back knowledge of the
characters and ways of those
nations, and to rub and polish
our brains by contact with
those of others."—Montaigne
Nineteen Bates sophomores
— or almost ten percent of the
class — have been accepted
through the Junior Year
Abroad Program by universities in Japan, England, Scotland, France, Austria, and
Switzerland for the 1964-65
academic year. This is the
largest group of students to
participate in the program
since it was initiated at Bates
in 1952. At present, eleven juniors are studying abroad, as
compared with nine in 1962-63,
and six in 1961-62.
The majority of the group
will travel to England, next
year. Priscilla Clark, an English major, will study at the
University of Manchester; Beth
Harwood and Nancy Vail, psychology majors, will attend the
University of Leeds; Barbara
Remick, English major, the
University of Exeter; and Ted
Strycharz, English major, University College of the University of London.
Lois Hebert, history major,
will attend the University of
Edinburgh, Scotland. Marilyn
Barden, philosophy major; Sue

AT

O. C. DIRECTORS

Notice No. 5

,

1

DALE HATCH MEMORIAL
Following the accidental
drowning of Dale Hatch at
Popham Beach last Ivy Weekend, the Outing Club, the
Christian Association, the Student Council, Women's Council, and the Class of 1964 donated S100.00 each to a memorial fund.
Earlier this year part of
these funds was used to erect
a stone memorial on Fox Island near Popham Beach. The
interest on the remainder of
the funds will be given to
Coram Library for the purpose
of buying books.

D eW I T T
MOTOR
HOTEL
40 Pine Street
Catering to
INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP PARTIES
Sunday and Holiday Dinners
A Ckmnefi DeHohi

HELP
Drink ye men, to the sea.
Sip foam from the witches
brew.
Cast a glance on hurling
waves,
Feast on symmetric ripples.
Drink for you are dying.
Tumult of the world dive Into
this vast body.
Swallow woe, be rid of it forever.
Glut fruit of the good;
Shred hatred of the wicked.

THE

This year's World's Fair
promises to be one of the best
that has ever been held. Why?
Because among countless other
attractions, it will feature talent from Bates College — The
Merimanders and the Deansmen.
These two noteworthy groups
will leave Portland by plane
on the morning of May 20, and
will return late the same evening. They will participate in
what is called a community
event as representatives of the
Lewlston-Auburn area. The
fair-goers will be entertained
by a program of lights pops on
the village green of the New
England Pavilion. Their performances will run from 1:30
to 5:30 in the afternoon, consisting of four 15 to 20 minute
sessions with 15 minute breaks
in between.

Life remains and woe n'er succumbs.
Bless us then, ye who knows.
Brenda Jackson

FERN'S
TAXI

ROLLINS
Office Supply Co.. Inc.
Office Furniture & Supplies
249 Main St., Lewiston, Maine
Phone 782-0141

Pitcher, biology major; and
Bill Hiss, English major, will
all attend the University of
Glasgow, Scotland.
Studying in Switzerland will
be French majors, Judy Dietz
and Sally Utz, at the University of Lausanne; while government major, Karen Hastie,
and biology major, Sue Lord,
will be at the University of
Neuchatel.
Cynthia Freeman, history
major, will study under the Institute of European Studies
Program at the University of
Vienna. Studying in France
will be French majors, Mary
Stuart at the University of
Lyon, and Dick Derby at the
University of Dijon.
Travelling to the other side
of the globe to study at International Christian University
in Tokyo, Japan, will be Tarn
Neville, English major; Dave
Bachner, philosophy major;
and Dave Fulenwider, government major.

784-5469

FAIR

Tentatively on the musical
agenda for the Meris are a few
of their old favorites; besides
"Imagination", "A Certain
Smile", and "It's Almost Like
Being in Love"; they plan to
add several novelty numbers.
"Mood Indigo," "Graduation
Day", and "Good News" will be
presented from the Deansmen's
repertoire, along with the song
which has grown to be their
trademark, "Lucky Old Sun".
Both the Merimanders and
the Deansmen have been putting their full efforts into making this show "one of the star
attractions of the fair, and we
know that they will be a success. Although Bates student?
will be unable to witness this
presentation on the spot, they
will get a sneak preview; on
May 18 the groups will hold a
send-off chapel performance.

Most of the students who
will study in Europe will sail
from New York on September 9
on the "Aurelia," which carries solely American students
studying abroad. Various
orientation courses dealing
with currency exchange, customs, and other aspects of living abroad will be available
to the students aboard.
Several of these students are
leaving earlier in the summer
to use their foreign languages
and do some preliminary touring. Also on the agenda for
many of the students is a
spring vacation cruise to
Greece and the Aegean.
Present freshmen interested
in the Junior Year Abroad Program should consult Dean
Healey and plan to take Cultural Heritage 301-302 during
the sophomore year. An academic average in the upper
half of the class is usually necessary for consideration in the
program.

Notice No. 6
SMOKER
There will be a men's smoker in Chase Hall following the
finals of the Pool Tourney on
Wednesday May 13. Free refreshments and cigarettes will
be provided all who attend.

GUIDANCE

SENIOR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY in Springfield still has
opportunities for 1964 graduates in the following areas:
Group Pension Administration; Calculation Assistant; Investment Analyst; Group Pension
Sales Representation;
E.D.P. Programmer.
THE GERRITY COMPANY
(lumber) with its headquarters in Boston is looking for a
young man with a college eduSTERLING PATTERNS cation to handle telephones,
in
prices, shipments, records,
Towle — Gorham — Lunl complaints and innumerable
Reed and Barton
other items. Starting salary is
International — Wallace
$5,000 with opportunity for advancement.
There are career opportunities for college men with DUN
& BRADSTREET, INC. as credit
reporters. Further information
for this and other opportunities
50 Lisbon Street Dial 784-5241 is available at the Placement
Office.
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

that Civil Rights groups have It seems rather contradictory,
LETTER No 1
earmarked the Reconstruction however, that Mr. Havers, of '
WHEREFORE SUCCOR THE IVY?
HAVERS' SPEECH
Period as the last time Negroes all people, should have made
had any significant voters such a suggestion after prevTo the Editor:
The Ivy Day Ode, written and delivered by Carl
iously advocating that NorthI am a Negro. I share my in the South.
Morrison, points up a dangerous situation on the Bates Heritage with the cotton pickEnough said about Mr. Ha- erners get out of the South.
campus. The mess on Mt. David is becoming increasing- ers, the switchblade carriers, vers' interpretation of the facts At this point it is approprily miserable, as maintainance of the mountain steadily the watermelon eaters, the of history. Most students cover ate to give a "well done" to
the subject matter in fifth
deteriorates. Glass and poison ivy threaten to complete- former slaves. My race is the grade anyway. Besides, as I Bates College, Dr. Goldat, and
same race of Martin Luther
ly take over the area unless drastic and thorough action King, Medgar Evers, Emmett mentioned earlier, this history to the student representatives '
who spent a week in St. Auis taken soon.
Till, Ralph Bunche, and Jackie is irrelevant. Let's get down gustine, Fla. I feel very proud
Robinson. I, along with some to the meat of his address, that that Bates, like so many other
When the dogs lone eye breaks through the clouds, twenty million other Ameri- is, if there is any to be found. fine Northern institutions, has
and is haloed by a waning moon, more than Lucinda cans, am seeking the right to It took courage, but finally joined the fight to free Nebecome a first-class citizen. I Mr. Havers brought forth his groes of the tyranny of the
wake suddenly from dreams of hope, as fragmented am the primary target of the profound observations.
South. As might be expected,
glass crops up in beds of grass. And the goddess with Civil Rights battle.
"It is quite the fashion now- Mr. Havers was not too over- '
the Bow string kindles love in various breasts, while the As might be anticipated, it aday,'' he said, "lor New Eng- whelmed with the contribuwas with deep concern that I land ministers and students to tion. Because I did not hear the
ivy, growing tall, lies waiting on a final fall.
read the Chapel Address of go down South for a weekend reports of the visit, I am not
your
Mr. Robert J. Havers, re- oi Civil Righteousness — to qualified to voice an opinion
If this area of the campus is to be saved, it must be
printed in the April 15th edi- picket with a neat little sign on their validity. I would say,
cleaned. Perhaps the ground crew could expand its tion of the Bates College STU- — or stage a sit in — and then
coverage to include more of the mountain, even if it DENT. My concern, however, fly back to their snug, smug, however, that judging from
Mr. Havers' strong disapprovmeant curtailing the lawn manicures. In Autumn, the was not so much the content of nearly all white sanctuaries— al, the reports are probably
leaves might be raked only 7 times a day, with the time the address, since I expected leaving behind them the very valid ones.
as much. Rather, it was the fa- Southern Whites and Southern
saved applied to Mt. David.
It is not easy to be unprevorable impact that the ad- Negroes, facing one another—
dress had on much of the Bates and facing their terrible prob- judiced in New England, reBest of all, of course, would be to have the Outing Campus. Had I been listening lem — a problem that has gardless of what Mr. Havers
Club tackle this mountain in an all-out effort to clear to the address, undoubtedly, I been aggravated, not amelio- has to say on the subject. Peraway glass and poisonous plants. At the same time, would have walked out of the rated by the presence of out- haps it is less difficult there,
chapel before its completion, siders. . . !" There it was the but certainly not easy. To be
new trails in wilderness areas could be opened up.
not because I am a Negro, but same old cry — Yankee go unprejudiced takes a certain
kind of will, a persistent de- .
because I couldn't have subWhatever the solution chosen, however, the prob- jected myself to such hogwash. home, we Southerners can take termination to do good. But as
care of our own problems. To
lem must be solved: Poison Ivy — kill you dead as hell, At best Mrs. Havers' message be sure, Southerners can take Americans, and more imporyou know!
was the cleverly phrased emo- care of the problem, just like tant as human beings, we
tional appeal that is typical of they've been doing for the past must strive to reach such a
the white Southerner he repre- one hundred years, with the state. It should be everyone's
sents.
At worst it was a irrele- aid of such liberal thinkers as goal in life to be the best kind
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
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redundant
bit
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were
to
look
at
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facts,
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cial prejudice.
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however,
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would
discover
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To
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that
Northern
freedom
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Charlestown, Mass.; Charles- land. There is a $75.00 cost to ery was completely unneces- spired Southern Negro, have would serve no further purpose
participate. Further informa- sary unless it was meant to accomplished in the last ten than to disaprove the rest of .
town 2-1442.
Birch Island Camps an- tion is available in the Place- confuse his audience. Sure, "it years more toward civil liber- his conclusions. Mr. Havers is
was Africans who sold other ties than white Southerners wrong. It is important that
nounces its Annual Pre-Season ment Office.
Africans to the whites," but so have contributed since the every Bates student knows that
what! Is it so important that time of reconstruction. Mr. Ha- he is wrong. The fact that a
black men sold themselves vers suggest that this contri- man can get up in front of a
down the river? Does it mat- bution is "more than can- group, and, by clever psychoter who originated racial sup- celled" by the resentment logical techniques and rather
pression? Isn't it a more im- aroused in the White South- crude attempts at humor draportant question to ask who erner. If this be the case, it is matize an issue, does not make
will end it? Mr. Havers says indeed unfortunate that such that person a bearer of truth.
that, "the Negro should aban- resentment exist, but in the The success of such a speech
Peter d'Errico '65
don the idea of the evil whites final analysis it is only proof proves only that the speaker
Editor-in-Chief
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race.
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services as teachers to the
striving to erase this ugly blot
Mr. David A. Nelson
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on our country. We are not
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FOR

If my feeling ib correct, and I
am quite sure it us, this policy
is shortsighted and stupid. It
is not economical and clearly
in conflict with our ideals as
an institution. The Bates faculty is an excellent one, and
although we all have favorites and non favorite—I know
do not meet the needs of
some students. Big institutions
(Michigan, Pennsylvania) may
have big names but these
big names are either for graduate students or serving the
current administration in
Washington. In general I salute the Bates faculty for a job
well done.
ine social realm at Bates is
ciearly secondary and this is
as it should be. There are various opportunities for extracurricular participation, in fact
there is olten too much to do.
ine social problem is not a
proDlem of activities, but a
problem of parties. The resistance of Bates to a society
whicn equates a good time
with sex and booze is healthy.
There are other ways of having
a good time. The problem
arises at Bates with the categorical denial that there can
be anything good or legitimate
in sex and booze and even
more importantly in their
formulation of policy. This policy is summarized with the
statement that thou shalt not
bring the name of the college
into disrepute. This way of
formulating the problem is disgraceful and inane. A sound
academic institution can never
be destroyed by the foolish
acts of some of its members.
Having already pointed out
that Bates is academically
sound to say the least, this
policy is a hundred year old
remnant of an inferiority complex. Recently Harvard has
been going through a sex and
security scandal and Yale discovered that one frat had a
thirteen year old as their lady
of pleasure, facts which far
surpass any Bates scandal, yet
neither Harvard nor Yale have
suffered a loss in reputation
and furthermore they won't.
Neither will Bates. Furthermore the important thing is
the individual. A sensible
wording consistent with Bates
as it should be would read
Thou shalt not bring yourself
into disrepute. Let us put the
emphasis where it belongs and
let us learn from The Bacchae
and Ibsen about some of the
forces which mold our lives.
The administrative attitude is
often as naive as a sick society which glorifies boy-girl
relations in the sixth grade,
saturates our lives with advertising based on sex stimuli

DIAMONDS

Continued on Page 6

LETTER No 4

THANX
To the Editor:
I wish to use your newspaper for the opportunity to express my deepest thanks to the
students and faculty of Bates
College. June 1 will mark the
end of my first year at Bates,
but the end of my senior year
of college, and I must admit
that this last year has been
thoroughly enjoyable. I came
here last September from a
large Midwestern university,
and I really didn't know what
to expect at Bates. The year
has turned out to be a wonderful one and an experience I'll
never forget. This is largely
due to the kindness and
friendliness shown to me by
the students and faculty. I will
always remember Bates College and the friends I have
made here. Thank you all for
this.
JAN GALLE '64

LETTER No 3
MORE THANKS
To the Editor:
Now that we can be reasonably sure that Bates will have
a freshman class next year, we
would like to thank the many
students who took this year's
applicants on tour of the campus. Throughout the past year,
we have received numerous
letters from parents and students expressing their appreciation for the courtesy and
thoughtfulness that our guides
have shown to campus visitors. Thank you!
Milton Lindholm
Richard Steele
Admissions Office
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VARTING REFLECTIONS ON
BATES
io the Editor:
This seems to be the time
when it is lashionabie to criticize college and the college
experience as a whole. We are
lamiliar with the observations
of Malcom Mills and recently
die articles 'by John Bart. Witn
graduation but four weeks
away 1 have come to different
conclusions about Bates which
I would like to share with you.
For me college has been a rewarding experience and an enjoyable one. This may make
me an "oddball", but a meaningful college experience does
have its advantages.
To evaluate Bates we must
start with its major goal, that
of providing an adequate education. It seems self-evident to
me that Bates provides one of
the finest educations in the
country. Various surveys, the
success of Bates students in
graduate schools, the graduate
record exams, and the observations of Bates students who via
Bates activities travel to colleges around the country all
attest to the adequacy of the
Bates educational philosophy.
Criticisms of Bates must be in
terms of the failure of given
actions to support our superior
academic goals. The bulk of
the administrative and faculty
decisions do support the liberal
educational ideal. Faculty salaries increase each year, buildings, facilities, and courses increase while the student body
remains the same. Cut privileges are extended and a new
policy on chapel seems likely
(I certainly hope so). Sometimes it is even the students
who rise to the occasion as evidenced in the pressure for library reform and by the spontaneous moves at convocation
last fall which clearly put the
faculty and the administration
on the inferior end. A lot has
been said about the departure
of some of our best faculty
personnel this year. Faculty
turnover, even of the best faculty members is to be expected, but it is the reasons for
leaving which are disturbing.
One gets the feeling that the
administrative personnel are
not fully appreciative of various honors and opportunities
the faculty receives and that
when an opportunity for academic honor involves some expense the outlay is not made.

HEADQUARTERS

Member American Gem Soc.
Cash - Charge - Budget

LETTER No 5
ON THE GRASS
To the Editor:
Some cruel critics declare
that at this season college
campuses are invaded by (un)
Holy Rollers, though members
of this sect often maintain that
theirs is a healthful cult of
Eurythmic Writhing, blessed
by the beaming sun and the
balmy air, — not to speak of
the approving glances of all
Enlightened Passersby.
Some of the Passersby, however, belong to the Guild of
Deprecators, who would like to
give the police more work. But
busy policemen are not a part
of the traditional Bates campus
scene, so this suggestion may
come to naught.
Another observer (ie. myself) thinks at times of a rebark once made to me, — not
without due cause, as a moment of sanity soon convinced
me. She (the author of the remark) said: "Do you realize
that what you are doing is like
setting pieces of luclous cake

just out of reach, in front of
a starving man?" (I hadn't
and the remark was quite a
shock.)
Perhaps not all eyes are envious, so a certain limerick
may not be amiss:
"There was a young man from
Kew
who found a dead mouse in
his stew.
Said the waiter,
"Deon't sheout,
or wave it abeout, —
the others will all want one
too!"
This letter does not attempt
to be a complete treatise on
the sects under discussion, but
it may serve to remind some
readers that perhaps Hell is
what Sartre claimed: "the
others," — ie. all those staring
eyes, filled with shrewd calcution, with mockery and with
questions that it might be
awkward to answer.
—Robert Seward
The moral — Bates students
should be held, but not beheld.
See cartoon below. Ed.
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SIX
Letter 4 Continued from Page 5
and then expects abstention
for an increasing number of
years after insisting on more
schooling. Frustration is the
inevitable result. It is time for
new thinking in this area.
Finally let us consider the
students. I can honestly say
that I genuinely like 90% of the
Bates students. I feel I am not
alone in this judgment. Probably in no other segment of society could any of us make this
statement. The reasons for this
are many. In general it is seen
in our ability to unite in crisis.
Often I have seen the campus
unite for effective action and
sympathetic expression. Shock,
grief and sadness have not
been absent in my four years,
yet it Is precisely in these
times when the Bates community leaves an indelible expression of a usually inexpressible
esprit d'corps. Much much
more can be said, but this letter has already been too long,
and what I am trying to express has already been discovered and communicated by Jon
Wilska (Student 4-15-64). Let
us criticize, but let us criticize
in perspective and in terms of
our goals. To the administrators, faculty, and my fellow
students I owe a great debt,
many great memories, and few
bitter ones. Can a college do
more than that for any student? Best wishes to Bates.
Norm Bowie '64
P.S. This endorsement is not
paid for by the '64 alumni fund
drive.
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/#&*# SvAtMAtet Student Senate
Robert Ahern '64
Has tne atuuent senate been
a success 1 Has it really resulted In an improvement in
Hates student government during its first six months in
operation i These questions
nave been asked with varying
irequency in the past few
montns and this highly incomplete evaluation is an attempt,
in part at least, to answer
them.
It must be recognized at the
outset that six months is much
too short a period of time in
terms of which to evaluate the
Senate as regards its ultimate
long-range potentialities, nowever, even over this short period of time some informative
observations can be made.
I suspect that on those infrequent occasions when significant numbers of students take
the time to look closely at the
Senate they are probably disappointed at what they see.
Despite repeated protestations
to the contrary by various
members of the late, illustriout Inter-Government Committee, many students expected
that the Senate was going to
be the organ for a vast increase in the scope and power
of student government. This
was not the case and it seems
most logical to turn to the true
purpose for which the Senate
was created in order to evaluate its first six months of
operation.
During the period when the
Student Government and Student Council were the institutions of representation there
seemed to be two general
blocks to more effective student government. The first of
these was the external relation of the governments vis a
vis the administration. Certain
policies had come into practice
which specified rather definitely those areas in which student government would operate and the extent of those
operations. It was not the in-

Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights
SHELL PRODUCTS
Lowest Price* in Town

teiiuon oi tne lramera oi ine overcome. The question that
senate constitution to directly follows is exactly how much
auer this reiationsnip in an at- significant effect has this elimtempt to broaden tne scope ot ination of inefficiency had anu
BlUUent government activities, now much is to be expected in
it was hopeu tnat by increas- the future.
It is when one approaches
ing government extecuvenen
in otner areas restrictions by these particular questions thai
the administration could be the Senates shortness of life
and our limited experience
cut to a minimum.
The second general block to with it is most acutely felt. In
effective government can be the past six months there have
characterized, for want of a been few projects or problems
better term, as internal ineffi- which would have served to
ciency. Specifically, this was test the Senate's efficiency relthe situation in whicn weeks ative to the previous system
were wasted in communication and more important, to evalubetween men's and women's ate the significance of such ingovernments on matters of all- creased efficiency.
Two of the more significant
campus importance. There
actions
taken by the Senate
were numbers of cases of duplication of elfort, again on thus are illuminating but they
matters which concerned both barely provide a definitive ansides of campus. The ability swer.
In the fall, the Senate subof male and female representatives to meet regularly and mitted a somewhat controvermake decisions was sorely sial protest to the faculty in remissed on a number of occa- gard to compulsory attendance
sions. It was this block to ef- at convocation. The entire
fective student government process was made much easier
which the Student Senate was because of the Senate organ
supposed to remove. It was ization. However, the extent to
hoped that to the extent that which the existance and nathe short-comings mentioned ture of the Senate gave force
above could be eliminated and value to the protest is imthen to that extent student possible, at this point, to determine.
government would improve.
Later in the year the Senate
It can be quite readily seen
that there was nothing in the agreed to help the Maine
purposes of the Senate to sug- Chapter of the National Mulgest that it would be a radical tiple Sclerosis Society in a fund
departure from the previous raising drive in Lewiston-Ausystem or to suggest that the burn. Once again, the unitary
results would be in any way organization of the Senate fastartling. Rather the aim was cilitated an all-campus effort
a quiet, unspectacular im to make preparation for the
provement in the approach drive. In this instance, the Sentaken to matters which were ate provided exactly what was
already being handled by stu- needed under the circumstances.
dent government.
What, if any, conclusions
Viewed in terms of these purposes the Student Senate has can be drawn from this exambeen a success by definition. ination of the Student SenThe aim was to eliminate the ate?
It seems quite safe to say
inefficiency of two separate
governments and by uniting that the organization of the
the two in the Senate this
problem quite obviously was

senate ienus itseu well to ettioeiu and eiiecuve operation at
tne campus-wide level. The
senate nas succeeded in eliminating one block to more eftective and vigorous student
government at least in so far
as organization is concerned.
However, the Senate is not
primarily an organization. It is
primarily people and it is certainly upon people rather than
organization tnat the eiiectiveness, indeed the uselulness of
student government is contingent. Hence, the Senate will be
as effective and as useful as its
members and the studnts as a
whole want it to be.
However, it seems quite unreasonable for the student
body to show little interest in
Senate activities except in extraordinary cases, to show little interest in voting or running for office and then complain that the Senate is inefiective and not doing its job.
i"he Senate provides effective
machinery and most probably
a hard core of interested people willing to give it a good
part of their time and yet this
is hardly a guarantee even of
minimum effectiveness. The
main stumbling block to more
effective student government
and more effective student activity in all areas will not be
with any particular constitution or even with the administration, rather it will be found
in a lack of strong and enduring student initiative and support.
It is difficult to recommend
any course of action for the
Senate, but if the students
want a government in some
meaningful sense then their
course is quite clear. Whatever
body it is: run for it, attend a
few of its meetings, vote in its
elections and do not merely
criticize it or ask questions
about it.
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EDUCATION
THESTUDENT
"I'm fed up with this," says
the student crouched over a
weighty book. "It's an unreal
world. I want the real things,"
he truculantly tells his friends
who are engaged in a bull session about college.
"For once I want to read a
book because I want to—not because I need a 15 point grade
average to stay in school," says
another with glasses and long
hair. "This stuff is meaningless
to me," he continues. "I'll forget
it right after finals."
"You're crazy," a pallid boy in
the corner declares. "You should
want knowledge for knowledge's
sake."
"I need that parchment passport," a sharp nosed individual
says.
And so It goes around the room
—this one attacking grades and
examinations and demanding
more freedom; that one defending the present structures and
restrictions — many not knowing what they want.
But the one unifying theme of

the discussion seems to be dissatisfaction, a union card of the
student since Socrates.
Dissatisfaction can be legitimate or it can be an excuse for
personal deficiencies, but no one
would deny that the "student
stage" rests on choppy waters,
and land is never in sight.
Cannot Produce
Within a society oriented towards producing tangible results the college student's primary task is to take in knowledge. He is rewarded with five
letters.
To compound his difficulties,
he is expected to obey a system
of social regulations which is
based on the assumption that
the college should act in place
of the parent. Yet parental roles
vary so greatly that it is impossible for a college to produce
a satisfactory social climate for
everyone.
The student's parents may
have granted him complete freedom at the age of 15. Or he may
be so dependent on his parents
that he cannot take out a library book without their ap-

proval.
And to topple an already precarious problem pile, the student is usually more confussed
than a blind rabbit.
He may have entered college
to escape his parenta or to become a psychiatrist — to please
his father or to play football. In
most cases he doesn't know why
he entered college.
Many students are able to persevere through the four year
period without questioning what
they are doing, but for one-half
of entering college students, the
discrepancy between what they
want and what college offers
becomes unbearable and they
become voluntary dropouts.
Students who leave college of
their own volition, rather than
because of financial pressures
or poor academic records, usually fall into two categories: First,
there are the students who accept the Idea of impractical and
abstract learning per se but who
reject the methods of learning
as embodied in the liberal arts
tradition. Second, there are the
students who question the value

Un Apres - Medi Des Arts
A few months ago, on the
first Sunday in February to be
more exact, three members of
the Bates family treked to a
distant city to behold the
works of a fourth member of
the same parentage. Pam Ball
'64 and Kathy Home '64 and I,
Chairman, Secretary-Treasurer
and Faculty Advisor respectively in descending order,
autoed to Brunswick's FRASCATI GALLERY to attend the
opening exhibit of oils and watercolors by JUNE LOVELACE
GRIFFIN.
We were warmly received
not only by Mrs. Griffin, her
husband Lewis and the Frascati exhibitors and friends, but
the works on exhibit in nearly
every instance also received us
warmly. There were gay and
colorful, charming and even
in one instance ethereal. The
last being an oil entitled (if I
remember correctly) "A Ride
with Charlemagne in the
Park." The Park portrayed being real enough, the riders and
their mounts were not; for the
latter the artist relied upon
her imagination which somehow remained wed to a very
concrete outlook. Let me explain what I mean. The imaginative quality of the painting resided most in the fact
that the figures were elevated
above ground level, while their
movements were — to this observer's eyes —very, very much
grounded in real riders seen or
remembered. The colors are

what gave the work its unity;
they asserted the artist's intent
by uniting the real with the
imagined for they marked off
no difference between the two,
nor did they even suggest the
primacy of one over the other.
There were many other
works that rested on this unifying base of color. In a number of them, the viewer could
observe a Protean quality as,
for example, a city changed to
a rock formation and then to
a Grand Canyon-like scene
and then to a sculptured head
(anklyosis like) and back to a
city which was however different from the first. Mrs. Griffin
obviously looks upon form as
a secondary matter, her point
of view appears to be founded
upon the clear-cut importance
of color as the determinant
and determining factor.
This implicit (and somewhat
colored!) principle is what I
believe makes the works that
we viewed appear so close to
impressionism. However we
would not wish to be understood as saying that our artist
is another member of a century-old style. All that we are
attempting is a suggestive history to such creations as were
exhibited. For along with the
impressionistic tones went another and, I believe, at times
conflicting variation — namely, expressionism. To me the
conflict was revealed in what I
would regard as a brooding
field of flowers breeding, not

evil, but grief. This, of course,
may well be projection on my
part — but I doubt it.
Along with these major
works, one of which was freshly off the easel, there were
charcoal sketches and the delightful mushrooms which
JUNE GRIFFIN delights in.
About a dozen of these watercolors mushroomed before us
and revealed the wonderful
sense of humor that their creator must have. Some mushrooms seemed to say: "I am a
mushroom" ("mushroomo ergo
sum"), others. "I am quite a
grand mushroom — see?" and
still others. "Have you heard
the joke of the tipsey mushroom?" with a second replying.
"Wha's that you shaid?"
All together it was an extremely successful afternoon
for Bates College as well as for
one of its distinguished alumnae—JUNE LOVELACE GRIFFIN. Her paintings have been
or are at such places as: the
Koltnow Gallery in New York
City, the Library at Topsfield,
Mass., the Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland, Me., the
Brick Store Museum at Kennebunk, the Ogunquit Art Center and Pinetrees Designs Gallery at Ogunquit and, last but
not least, at our own Bates College. We hope that she can
and will exhibit her works
again at her Alma Mater, for
such a daughter makes us feel
proud indeed.
A blentot — mes amis.

of learning devoid of any im- '
Reject Means
mediate tangible purposes and | Those students who accept
who leave college to "see the the value of impractical learnreal world."
Continued on Page 8

OUR SCHOOLS
Americans in many ways still confess their faith in
education, still impose upon it tasks performed elsewhere by home, church or industry. More young people are going to college and university today than went
to high school only 30 years ago. Public appropriations
have mounted to $5 billion annually. While the federal government has accepted a larger share of responsibility for education than ever before, private philanthropy continues unabated and we still build colleges
with the fervor that other ages gave only to their cathedrals.
Yet there is other evidence of a more sobering nature. The proportion of our national income devoted to
education has declined in the last decades, and $5 billion
for public education compares rather poorly with the
$8 billion spent on liquor or the $19 billion on on automobiles each year. Most school-teachers are underpaid,
many buildings are antiquated, most colleges and universities are in desperate financial plight. And — even
graver than the material picture — the decade that has
witnessed savage attacks upon their intellectual integrity and independence.. .
The American mind today seems deeply worried
about its school system as it never has been before. In
the vast literature on education there is more discontent
than complacency, more blame than praise. There is an
uneasy feeling that the schools have somehow failed to
do their job.
Yet no one seems very positive as to what the job of
the schools is today. It is oddly ironic — to say the
kindest — to hear the people who rear their children on
comics complain that the schools fail to install a love of
literature. It is shocking — to say the truth — to hear
the very people who support teachers' oaths and textbook censorship contend that the schools are failing to
encourage greater intellectual independence. . . .
There is a further difficulty — that most of us
are reluctant to recognize. Schools reflect the society
they serve. Many of the failures we ascribe to contemporary education are in fact failures of our society as a
whole. A society that is indifferent to its own heritage
cannot expect schools to make good the indifference. A
society that slurs over fundamental principles and takes
refuge in the superficial and the ephemeral cannot demand that its schools instruct in abiding moral values.
A society proudly preoccupied with its own material accomplishments and well-being cannot fairly expect its
schools to teach that the snug warmth of security is less
meaningful than the bracing venture of freedom. In all
this, to reform our schools is first to reform ourselves.
For a century and a half American schools have
served and strengthened the commonwealth. They provided a citizenry as enlightened as any on earth. They
justified and vindicated democracy's promise. If society
clearly defines the new duties it wishes our schools to
fulfill and if it steadfastly supports them not only with
money but also with faith, they will surely justify that
faith in the future as they have in the past.
Excerpted from a statement by Henry Steele Commager in an album published by the National School
Public Relations Association.
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Student Continued from Page 7
ing per se find that the
structures of a liberal arts college — examinations, grades,
lectures, required courses — are
geared towards imbibing knowledge rather than stimulating
the intellect. They balk at being served a meal of knowledge,
which they are expected to consume and regurgitate on the examination, frequently never to
be enjoyed again.
Pointing to the dull lecturer
who reads from ancient notes or
follows the textbook, these students maintain that lecture
classes are holdovers from the
Middle Ages before the invention of the printing press.
Required courses are dubbed
"forced learning" by these rebels, who question whether a history major can derive anything
useful from closing his eyes and
ears and holding his breath
while taking a botany course for
which he feels only revulsion.
These anti-structuralists maintain they accomplish more intellectually by reading one interesting book or discussing a
controversial topic with a professor for one hour than they
accomplish by attending lectures In a course for a full semester.
Emphasis on Thinking
They emphasize the values of
critical thinking and intellectual
curiosity and stimulation. They
see knowledge as a corollary
which should be a natural outgrowth of such questioning. Students would then continue to
learn after college, for learning
would not be a distasteful experience.
A rather unsatisfactory escape from the structuralized liberal arts education is commonly
initiated by students who can
play the game but who do not
wish to. They form their own
subculture within the college,
writing and reading plays,
novels, and poems; working for
civil rights; or releasing their
energies on student organizations and publications. Or they
become dropouts.
The second criticism of college penetrates the marrow of
the liberal arts theory. For
while learning may be the mark
of the cultured man, the concept is not agreeable to a majority of college students.
These students are alienated
by the traditional isolation of
"pure learning" from events of
the outside world. They may attend lecture classes dealing with
Plato's Republic or the geometric forms in da Vinci's works,
but their minds are on the civil
rights problems or the farm
subsidy, Communist penetration
in South Vietnam or the latest
cancer theory.
Protest Regulations
The same desire for adulthood prompts students to protest the social regulations which
have become de rlgueur for residential liberal arts colleges.
They may proclaim themselves
"free men" whose personal lives
should not be administered, or
they may point to the relative
uselessness of social regulations
as forces of morality.
It is generally agreed that
banning the opposite sex from
dormitories does not mean that
couples will not be able to find
places of privacy to perform the
sex act. It is also conceded that
women can impregnate themselves before the curfew hour.
The ivy walls of institutions
of higher learning do not repel
hypocrisy and double standards.
In fact, the emphasis on tradition at colleges encourages outmoded regulations, especially in
New England.
So, a furtive, illicit atmosphere is imparted to such acts
as mixing a drink, If liquor is
prohibited in the dormitories.
The student cannot leisurely
mix and sip his drink with fellow dormitory residents. He
must consume his bottle outside
— perhaps on the street.
Inner-directed Colleges?
Administration members claim
social regulations are desired by
parents. Yet many colleges possess enough inner strength to
_
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ficiently Interested and well off
enough to insure him 17 or 18
years worth of existence. High
school academic achievement is
no good because it was gotten
precisely those conditions
Reprinted from a special sup- will allow teachers and students under
plement to The Clark Scarlet more time to devote to their the reformers now want to
special interests. Presumably change.
By Fredrlo Feer.
So where are we? I think Excerpts from a report by The
There has, of late, been a this will result in a greater de- it obvious
some changes Committee on the College and
great hue and cry in The Scar- sire to teach and/or learn. But, can be madethat
to improve the sit- World Affairs, selected by the
let about the need for and de- while the formalities will uation, but nothing
so radical as Christian Science Monitor.
sirability of educational reform. change, the people will not. Edu- complete abolition of
course reOne hears the campus experts cation is above all else a mat- quirements and grades.
I think "Any serious fundamental
decrying the "overly structured" ter of people.
Performance Only Criterion some course requirements are a change in the intellectual outnature of the Clark curriculum.
thing for at least two rea« look of human society," WhiteIf education is a matter of good First,
It seems to me that the whole
I think it is a good head once wrote, "must necesproblem has become somewhat people, what kind of people arc sons.
to have some knowledge sarily be followed by an educaconfused and garbled in the de- we supposed to be dealing with? thing
fields outside your area of tional revolution." . . .
bate. Let me try to talk some Nearly all undergraduates, those in
It is good for the The contemporary world rewho would be most affected by specialization.
sense.
to have some idea of quires of its educated citizens
First, though the proponents th« reforms, would consider scientist
the humanities are all a- a breath of outlook and a deof reform would hotly deny it, themselves adults quite capable what
bout, and certainly the same gree of sensitivity to other culit seems to me that some of of pursuing their own educa- can
be said for the humanist. tures unlike any required in the
them have the erroneous idea tion. The question is, how valuse of course require- previous history of mankind.
that reform will work some sort id is their own judgment? Alas, Judicious
can Insure this kind of This requirement coincides with
of wonder on tne school and no one has any way of know- ments
learning.
the universality of viewpoint
student body. Almost overnight ing except by performance.
Grades No Indication
characteristic of the liberally
I do not mean performance in
teachers will be motivated to
Grades are a source of per- educated individual. The new
teach, students will be moti- high school or in the myriad petual
irritation.
Everyone
will
still changing role of the
vated to study, the slow learn- activities of high schoolers. Age agree that grades are no real and
ers will speed up, and the fast is no help. The mere fact that indication of an individual's United States in world affairs
gradually come to be recoglearners will zoom out of sight. a given individual has survived genuine grasp of a subject. Ev- has
to the age of 17 or 18 proves eryone will, I am sure, agree nized, though we have not
Nonsense!
how to prepare ourselUndoubtedly suitable reforms only that his parents were suf- that some sort of system of rat- learned
ves adequately for fulfilling our
ing students is at least a good new responsibility. To do so we
thing, if not essential. If a grad- must, in addition to the more
ing system is not ideal, what obvious aspects of international
would be better? Perhaps the relations, become more senideal would be to assign a stu- sitive to the many diverse culdent to an instructor and have tures which reflect the myriad
the instructor write an evalu- manifestations of the human
The dimensions of the task our organic law the principle ation of the student's work. spirit. Indeed, we must go even
before education today are that education and democracy Very laudable but for two ' farther and recognize the intermore demanding than they are necessarily interdependent things: either the size of the play of our culture with an.
would have to be greatly other. None is static, least of
have ever been before . . . We —and to remove for all time faculty
enlarged, or the size of the stu- all our own. To understand ourneed to ask ourselves whether to come any question that this dent body would have to be re- selves we must be able to unwe are prepared to cope with nation is committed to equa- duced. Then the rating system derstand both how we differ in
the enormous challenge it rep- lity of educational opportunity is just as likely to be unreliable ' outlook and value system from
subject to the same abuses j other peoples and how our own
resents. We need to stop nib- for all its children every- and
as the grading system.
I complex network of social, eccbling at the edges of the prob- where. . .
On the basis of all this, it | nomic, political, and intellectulem, getting bogged down in
We CMWOt be content with seems reasonable to me to call al factors evolved from the inunrelated and side issues, and the incredible idea that the for some changes In the di- I teraction of forces within our
rection of greater flexibility ' society and forces acting on it
cut clear to the heart of the accident of a child's place ol without
abandoning the present from without.
matter...
residence will decide whether system altogether. As I wrote
It is therefore our thesis that
The fundamental reason he shall have an adequate in an article last year, course liberal learning must include ,,
requirements are now excessive; study of the varying and conthat we as a nation are not educational opportunity. . .
can be considerably reduc- stantly changing cultural conadequately dealing with this
Un private institutions, tne they
ed without losing the benefits ditions of men. We believe that
problem is that we are not pressures are many and Heavy they bestow. The grading sys- the similarities and contrasts
even facing it as a nation. We —pressures Irom alumni, pies- tem, while far from perfect, is thus revealed will illumine the
are clinging to the antiquated sues Irom donors, pressures no less so than any system nature of our own society. To
could feasibly replace it. be effective the educational revnotion that, while food and irom special interest groups, which
Can Become Acquainted
olution involved in this apdrugs, travel by rail and air, pressures from every quarter, As for closer student-teacher proach must permeate all unspace probings, weights and rue educational system does- relationships, in my experience dergraduate education . . .
What is most needed is . . .
weather, labor disputes, farm n t function in a vacuum, and there is no real need to change
things. A student, if he so de- a clear and unequivocal institucrops, fisheries, and a hundred it is not immune to the pres- sires,
can become better acquan- tional committment to what In
other things are appropriate sures that are brought to bear ted with any teacher he chooses, shorthand fashion we have caland necessary areas for sys- irom all sides on every insti- and can do extra or specialized led the international studies ditematic national action, educa- tution in a free society. But the work for him. The system of mension of liberal education. It
education at Clark is probably
too late merely to play with
tion is not . . .
strength of our characters as very nearly as good as any in is
new ideas. The changes which
I cannot think of an objec- citizens, as parents, as teach- the country and almost certain- are now called for cannot be
tive at once nobler or more ers, as administrators, as trus- ly better than most.
accomplished in a halfhearted
useful than to incorporate in tees, consists in resisting those It sums to me that a large way. They require recognition
part of the furor over educa- on the part of both faculty and
pressures that are detrimental tional reform at Clark is the students that the new internadisregard alleged parental pres- to our institutions and guiding result of the perennial idea that tional dimension is not an exsure. For example, Antioch, the others into useful, con- the grass is greener in someone . tra, but an integral part of the
Bennington, and University of structive channels.
else's yard. A very wise gentle- educational program. They reRochester have no curfews;
men with whom I once worked
conviction about the ends
President Goheen of Prince- told me that the only way to quire
Radcliffe has no curfews except
to be realized, a readiness for
for freshmen.
ton says, ". . . where there has prove a given system will not genuine innovation, and the visBut, the conservatives state, been sufficient institutional work or is bad is to bruise your- ion to see that the revolution
these colleges can withstand a
self trying to make it work. in education is in the last analsex scandal or a failure in a new self-discipline, the ways In If you fail and the system is ysis a continuation and realeducational program. They have which federal investment have no good, you then have a strong ization of what liberal education
large endowments and plentiful been handled to date have case for change. In my opinion at its best has always tried to
prestige.
worked, on the whole to up- most students at Clark are re- be.
Innovations Bring Publicity
markably unbruised.
While this defense is valid, it hold rather that to undermine
is also true that creative innova- the freedom and independent
tions, including social regula- strength of the American coltions, bring favorable publicity leges an universities." I would
to an institution, which in turn add that if self-discipline is
begets large endowments and
lacking, the cure goes deeper
prestige.
Since World War II a number than limiting the sources of fiof colleges have initiated new nancial support. . .
departures in education through
The national interest, and
which their prestige has been
enhanced. Harvard abolished perhaps the survival of our sothe free elective system and em- ciety as we know it, Is Inphasized general education and volved. The alternative to imthe tutorial system; University
of Rochester introduced a divi- mediate and basic action Is
sion of honors studies; Antioch nothing less than generations
created the work-study concept of Americans unprepared to
in part to boost student morale; cope with routine chores, let
Washington Study Semester
and Colgate conceived the alone the challenges, of their
times. . .
Program.
These institutions know the
Excerpted Irom the Centenvalue of publicity for, unfortu- nial Convocation address at
nately, mere familiarity with Bates given by William S. Palthe name of a college is just as
ey.
Continued on Page 9
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^0 grants Jbm 3*
By Bill Braman
The intramural bowling
wound up in a two way tie as
JBI took a 3 point sweep from
West and their younger cousins i .IHII i dropped 3 straight
to South. JBI rolled to an easy
victory as only one of their
men went under 300 on the day
and he was 2 pins behind
West's best (Bill Graham-286).
Dave Cox was the leading scorer with games of 170 and 163.
The other victorious team was
Smith South led again by Tom
Wall. Art Purinton was high
man in the contest with 315 on
the day but with no help from
his teammates. South squeezed
through by 8 pins to sweep the
match. A roll off on Monday
May 11 will decide the championship. The senior J.B. team
has to go as the favorite. The
South boys are confident but
not completely — eh! Art (5c
a pin)!
SpUt
The other A-league game
saw OC split with East Parker. OC having an "offday"
was saved a white washing by
Ketchum. Behind "Ketch's"
big game OC took a 5 pin decision and was just enough to
check East from complete victory.
The B league just went
through the motions of finishing the season as Smith North
had already clinched the title.
JBIV took second while JBIII
and R.B. tied for 3rd.
In Soft Ball the season is
all but over and the winners in
each league are assured. The
A League champs — to no
one's surprise — is J.B. The
"Bertrom Bomers" went undefeated through the campaign
behind the pitching of Ron
Stead (4-1).
In B League East Parker also
managed to maintain an unblemished record. Dave Belding proved to be the winningest pitcher in intramurals
with a 5-0 record.
Not Yet
The final results of C
league are not in yet, however
Roger Bill has already won the
title. In a game last Sunday
without their regular hurler
Butch Bradford, the Roger Bill
boys had to reach back In the
barel to find a chucker. They
came up with Steve Burlingame, who though wild in
spots but got the win and
wrapped up the title.
The final results of the hand
ball tournament saw Lee
Sweezey take individual honors while the team of "Doc"
Halliday and "Bad" Bobby Bekoff won the doubles contest.
Given in today's column are
the totals in intramural standings by dorms. J.B. has a substantial lead. The soft ball,

bowling, and other activities
since spring vacation are not
included. JB with a first in
Soft Ball and a potential first
in bowling should have
enough points for the Title.
FINAL BOWLING STANDINGS
A LEAGUE
•JBI
9
*SS
9
EP
8
OC
7
JBII
6
WP
6
•Tied, will have roll off for 1st
B LEAGUE
SN
13
JBII
10
JBIII
9
RB
9
SM
5
STANDINGS BY DORMS
John Bertram
555
Smith Middle
296
Smith North
289
Roger Williams
262
West Parker
229
Smith South
198
East Parker
173
Off Campus
167

LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS

TURGEON'S

Mmen Split State Matches
By Al Williams
The Bates College tennis
team split in two State Series
tennis matches. On Wednesday
May 9, the Garnet team lost
a 6-3 verdict to the Bowdoin
Polar Bear and five days later
beat the Colby Mules 6-3. The
Bowdoin match was much
closer than the final score indicates. Six of the nine matches went three sets and the
match did not in any way resemble the debacle at Brunswick. The match at Waterville
was decided in the singles as
the Bates racquetmen took five
out of six.
Balance of Power
The Bowdoin match marked
the definite return to form of
the two Bobcat aces, Jim Wallach and Bob Thompson. Wallach beat the number one
Bowdie, Art McDonald 5-7;
6-4; 6-3 to place himself near
the top of Maine tennis again.
Thompson gained some personal satisfaction in the beating of Norm Thom for the first
time. Thom had prevailed once

last year and earlier this season. In other singles matches
that went three sets both Al
Williams and Ken Blank lost.
Williams bowed 6-3; 3-6; 6-2,
while Blank fell 6-8; 6-3; 6-0.
The lone Garnet point in the
doubles was garnered by Beebe-Williams who prevailed in
a marathon three set match
3-6; 6-3; 6-2. The WallachThompson tandem lost a good
doubles match to the tough
Bowdoin duo of McDonald and
the consistent Steve Hecht.
Wallach continued his improvement by beating Ingram
of Colby in straight sets 6-4;
6-2. The Bobcat ace continues
to look sharper and perhaps
he'll reach his peak in time for
the State Series tournament at
Lewiston. Beebe won a three
set match from Colby's hockey
captain Mecham 6-8; 6 -4; 6-4.
Williams turned in an easy
6-1; 6-3 triumph. Todd Lloyd
had no trouble beating the
Colby captain 6-2; 6-3. Ken
Blank, despite a disastrous second set, reversed an earlier

Golfers Finish Seventh
In New England Tourney
of the Week
Junior Ted Krzynowek gets
the Bobcat nod this week for a
very fine performance against
Bowdoin. The win for Bates
was the first in State Series,
and also knocked The Polar
Bears off of the top position.
A biology major from West
Hartford, Conn., Ted is active
in two sports, playing basketball in addition to his current mound duties. Last year
Ted was awarded Bobcat honors for achievement on the
basketball court.
In the 6-3 win, Ted gave up
eight hits, but they were scattered harmlessly. Two of the
Bowdoin runs came in the fifth
unearned. He also struck out
eight and walked none, evidencing the pinpoint control
he maintained throughout the
contest. His current record
stands at 3-1. He pitched a
sparkling three hitter a few
weeks ago at Brandeis. We
congratulate Ted on his fine
performance and look for his
continued success.
On Route 100 * 202. Just Oui*Um Auburn, Half Mite from
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
783-1488 . . . Room Phone
STARDUST MOTEL
Exclusive But Not Expensive

By Don Delmore
The Bates golf team finished
a strong seventh in the annual
thirty-six hole New England
college tournament held in
Rutland, Vermont last Thursday and Friday. Thirty-four
schools were represented and
the 'Cats turned in scores far
ahead of any other Maine
squads. Bates had a final team
score of 643, sixteen strokes
ahead of closest state competitor Bowdoin. The tournament
was won by Williams, followed
by the University of Connecticut and WPI.
The five man Bobcat delegation was composed of Chuck
Lasher, Walt Lasher, Lynn
Simpson, Brad Akerman, and
Will Farrington. All five played each day with the scores of
the lowest four used for a team
total.
Low Honors
Captain Chuck Lasher shot
rounds of 76 and 82 to take
low honors among the 'Cat
scorers. Chuck was in contention for the tournament medal-

Jerry's Variety
203 College Street
lc« Cream and Candy
Of All Kinds

TEXACO

HEATING OILS

JIMMY'S

GAS STATIONS. INC.
PRESCRIPTION
On Rout* 100, Auburn, Maine
PHARMACY
BEST REST ROOMS IN
10 Lafayette Street
A. Turgeon, Reg. Ph.
NEW ENGLAND
312 Lisbon St. Lewiston. Ms.
Coin-Operated
TsL 783-1486
O —
DRY CLEANING
ZENITH HEARING AIDS
GIANT 12 » LOAD
BATTERIES AND
FOR FINE FOODS
• Pressing on Premises •
ACCESSORIES
On Route 100, Auburn, Maine
5 Min. Walk from Campus
FOR ALL MAKES

JIMMY'S DINER

ist award after the first day,
but slipped out of serious contention by firing an 82 to complete his thirty-six hole total.
Walt Lasher played his usual
steady golf, touring the Rutland course in rounds of 80 and
81 to capture second place on
the Bobcat team score. Lynn
Simpson snapped out of a
slump with two fine rounds of
79 and 83 and Brad Akerman
fired an 84 and 78 to tie at
totals of 162.
State Hopes
Finishing seventh marked a
very good showing for the 'Cats
and gave a better indication of
what they can do in the State
Series battle. Bates has a State
meeting at Orono on Tuesday,
followed by a match at Colby
on May 18 and the crucial
State tournament to be held
on May 19. It is this final tournament that the linksters are
anxiously awaiting to cash in
on the big prize after only
mediocre performances in the
quadrangular matches.

TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery
BATES ELECTRONICS
783-2269
783-0608

PINELAND
MOTEL
Phones in Rooms
- Free TV Located on U.S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn. Maine
Dial 783-2044

season setback in posting his
fourth win of the season.
Juggle Match
With the match decided,
Coach Peck juggled his lineup. Wallach and Dick Danosky, (the latter playing a
great game at the net) jarred
Colby's number one doubles
team in straight sets 6-3; 7-5.
The other two pairs didn't fare
as well as Beebe-Ahern and
Heckman-Blank fell in straight
set conquests.
The tennis team plays Lowell Tuesday; Maine Wednesday at Orono; and the University of New Hampshire at
home this Saturday.

EASTERNS
The Easterns Track Meet, to
be held this Saturday, May 16,
will require that identification
cards be used for admission to
the meet. ID cards will not be
necessary for the baseball
game.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, May 13
Tennis at Maine
Friday, May 15
Golf here with Brandeis, Lowell
Baseball at Colby
Saturday, May 16
Baseball here with A.I.C.
Easterns track meet here
Tennis here with U.N.H.
Monday, May 18
Baseball here with Maine
Golf at Colby
Tuesday, May 19
State Golf Tournament
State Tennis tournament
Student, Continued from Page 8
important to the masses as their
familiarity with the brand name
of a ketchup manufacturer.
The better known the brand
name of the ketchup is, the better it will sell. The better known
the name of a college Is, the
more prestige, financial backing, and high quality students it
will attract.
Improvements Become Possible
A wide range of educational
and social improvements are
then possible.
The student-faculty ratio may
be improved.
The system
of required
courses based on specialized
fields of knowledge may be replaced by general social science,
humanities, and science courses
designed for students who are
not necessarily majoring in the
course.
The socially and intellectually
immature students may be decreased as more prestige and a
better known institutional name
attract better qualified students.
Grades and examinations may
gradually give way to Individual
conferences and written evaluations. The conferences would, in
turn, lead to individual projects
related to outside problems.
The mass production flavor of
the liberal arts education may
be altered. The college would
then return to its function of
"being on the other end of a log"
—cultivating and encouraging
imaginative minds to think critically and creatively.
The intelligent college student
may then cease to be "fed up,"
and a college education may
come to mean more than a
"parchment passport"
Reprinted from a special supplement to The Clark Scarlet,
written by - Ronald Kessler,
sophomore at Clark University.
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BOBCATS DROP POLAR BEARS, 6 - 3,
FOR FIRST STATE SERIES WIN
By NICK BASBANES
I would like to thank the many people out there who
have so graciously and kindly complimented the recent installment of Nick Naks. It's nice to know when you have
friends. This reporter will humbly strive to maintain the
standards so highly expected of him.

peared to be the big flaw, and
The Bobcat baseball team
led almost to a loss. But the
dropped the hot Polar Bears big eight, more than accounted
irom Brunswick last Thursday for the early errors. The fieldby a score of 6-3. The Bates etfort was climaxed by a five
run eighth inning in which
rtalph Whittum cleared the
loaded bases with a single, followed by a two run homer by
Capt. Paul Holt. John Yuskis
accounted for the other Bates
run with a homer in the fifth.

ing also markedly improved
after the near fatal fourth.
Paul Holt made two sparkling
plays.

To get back to the sporting scene, the track team confidently anticipates the upcoming May 16 Easterns Meet here.
Faulty Fielding
Along with Bates, Colby and Bowdoin will round out the list
of Maine representatives. Drawing from the Bobcats recent
Bowdoin scored twice in the
performance at Orono, it would be safe to assume that they
fourth inning on a series 01
can do decently well.

Bates errors. Their other run
came in the seventh inning.
Ted Krzynowek went all the
way for the Cats, as he scattered eight hits, struck out
nine, and walked none for the
victory. The loser was Dentrement.
The loss was the first for
Bowdoin in State Series play
and dropped them into second
place. Bates won its first State
game, but is tied with Maine
for third, each with a 1-2 recThe baseball team also figures to finish with a respectord.

A fine display of competitive spirit was evidenced at
the University of Maine meet in the person of Jay Sweeney.
Running in the 880, the Bates freshman lost one of his track
shoes at the start, instead of justifiably dropping out, Jay
decided to finish, and got to boot (no pun intended) a third
place, good for two points on the Bates scoring ledger. The
thinclad's present record stands at a respectable 6-3. The
losses have been at the hands of powerhouses Northeastern,
B.C., and Maine. With but this Saturday's Easterns remaining,
plus the New England's in Boston on May 23, and the I.C.4As
as in Villanova for individuals May 29 and 30, Bates is assured of another winning season.
able record. The figures to date show the Cats with a 6-2
overall record, 1-2 in the state. The latter figure points out
the recently circulated fact that Maine baseball is relatively
good. The win last Thursday over Bowdoin was gratifying,
as the Polar Bears came here with but one loss, that to
U.N.H.
After the game they were no longer leading
the State Series standings. Chances for Bates to take the
Series crown, however, are dim. But a combination of Bates
wins and key losses for the other schools could turn up another interesting finish.

MAINE WINS Mill
The University of Maine
amassed 78 points last Saturday to win handily the annual
State Track Meet. This was the
fourth consecutive time that
the Black Bears have won the
meet. Bates won it in 1960. The
Bobcats came in second with
58 points, followed by Bowdoin
with 32^ and Colby with 9¥h
There were four winners for
the Bobcat squad. Bob Kramer
topped 12 feet to capture the
pole vault, Tom Bowditch
cleared 5-10 for the high jump
title, Al Harvie took the high
hurdles in 15.4 time, and freshman Tom Flach was clocked
in 56.6 to become the first intermediate hurdle champ. The
latter event was performed in
the meet for the first time, as
was also the hop-step and
jump, which was won by
Maine's Mike Zubko with a
distance of 42 feet, 11% inches.
Paul Savello of Bates took second In this event.

Holt, in addition to his homer, got two other hits to go
three for four for the day.
There were eight base hits for
Bates, and the same number
for Bowdoin.
The Garnet fielding ap-

IR/UH MEET

Maine's Arnie Delaite picked
up 15 points for Maine in the
weights and was awarded the
Hillman Trophy for the meet.
Wayne Pangburn and Marty
Sauer were the only men from
Bates to score in the weights.
Pangburn took a fourth in the
hammer, and Sauer took
fourth in the shot put.
Bates largest accumulation

of points in one event was the
pole vault where The Garnet
swept the first three places.
Following winner Kramer were
Chris Mossberg in second and
Jeff Hiller in third.
Al Harvie's win in the Magee
High Hurdles was his third
consecutive win of that event.
Gary Chamberlain was third,
and Keith Harvie fourth.

ab
r
h
ab
hi Bates
r
Bowdoin
5
3
0
0
Bayer ss
0
3 Lia rf
1
0
4
0
Silverman lb
0
0 Cruickshank cf
4
1
0
0 Holt ss
1
3
a-Harrington
4
3
1
1
Zilinsky If, cf
0
0 Whittum If
4
0
0
4
0
0 Sweezey cf, rf
Fitts cf
4
0
0
0 Yuskis 2b
1
1
3eisler If
4
Harlow c
1
0 Agnos lb
3
0
1
4
2
0
0
Mulloy 3b
1
1 MacNevin c
1 b-Carr
0
1
Matthews 2b
3
0
1
4
1
0
0
0
Lowe rf
2 c-Foster
3
1 Bates c
0
0
0
Dentrement p
0
0
0 Bowden 3b
3
Poor p
0
1
1
1
0 Krzynowek p
3
1
0
d-Butkus
0
38
8
Totals
30
6
8
Totals
3
a—batted for Silverman, 9th; Whittum 2, Holt 2, Yuskis. 2B:
b—batted for MacNevin, 8th; c Bayer 2, Mulloy 2. HR: Holt,
—ran for Carr, 8th; d- -batted Yuskis.
Pitching
IP H BB SO
for Poor, 9th.
Dentrement (L) 7 1-3 8
2 3
Bowdoin 000 200 100 — 3
Krzynowek
Bates
000 010 05x — 6
9
8 2 3
E: Bowdoin 1 Bates ■ . RBI: Poor
2-3 0
0 0
Mulloy, Matthews, Dentrement,
Umps: Harrington, Bleau.

PARENTS

Roger and Regina LaBrecque
Dial 784-4587

Lewis ton

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —

AND

ALUMNI

Why Rush Away from Maine?
Spend a few Relaxing Days at

MlGIS LODGE
on SEBAGO LAKE

TRACK STATISTICS
Maine 78, Bates 56, Bowdoin
S2&, Colby 9&
16-LB. HAMMER: Nason (M),
Schulten (Bw), Ingram (Bw),
Pangburn (Bt). 186 ft, 5 ins.
JAVELIN: Delaite (M), Hobbs
(M), Horton (Bw), Perkins (M).
196 ft., 1 in.
BROAD JUMP: Chase (M),
Savello (Bt), Freyer (C), Pelletier (M). 20 ft, 6% ins.
JENKINS ONE MILE: Ellis
(M), Shaffer (M), Wllhelmsen
(Bt), Silverberg (Bt). 4:27.
SHOTPUT: Delaite (M), Barker (C), Coggins (Bw), Sauer
(Bt). 46 ft, 9H ins.
THOMPSON 440 YDS.:
Spruce (M), Binnewig (Bt),
Flach (Bt), McAllen (Bw). 51.1
sec.

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
195 Lisbon Street

High Man

John Yuskis Clouts 5th Inning Homer.

One of Maine's Finest Resorts
100 YDS.: Rounds (Bw), Bird
(Bw), Balsley (C), Manganello
Complete Vacation Enjoyment
(Bt). 10.1 sec.
Only an hour's pleasant drive from BATES
MAGEE HIGH HURDLE: A.
Harvie (Bt), Good (Bw), Chamberlain (Bts), K. Harvie (Bt).
Open May 28th through September
15.4 sec.
880 YDS.: Stoddard (M), Ellis
For color booklet and information write
(M), Sweeney (Bt), Shaffer (M).
George W. Crockett, Resident Manager
2:01.8.
Maine
South
Casco
DISCUS: Delaite (M), Ingram
(Bw), Nason (M), McCutcheon
I (Bw). 151 ft, 34 ins.
HIGH JUMP. Bowditch (Bt),
Lahait (M), Johnson (Bt), 4th
tie — Tripp (C), Seager (Bw). 5
ft, 10 ins.
220 YDS.: Spruce (M), Colman
(Bt), McAllen (Bw), Hathaway
(M). 23.5 sec.
POLE VAULT: Kramer (Bt),
izm i—i-i ' '■--i
—M—• • r Mossberg (Bt), Hiller (Bt),
Lelshman (Bw). 12 ft.
.. . won't find the answer to "missing dollars"
TWO MILE: Judklns (M),
Heinrich (M), Silverberg (Bt),
But a Depositors Trust Company Special Checking
Wllhelmsen (Bt). 9:24.3 (meet
account will.
rec.)
440 INT. HURDLE: Flach
When you pay all your bills with a Depositors Special
(Bt), Tarbell (Bw), Ballinger
Check, you know where your money goes.
(M), A. Harvie (Bt). 58.6 sec.
HOP-STEP-JUMP;
Zubko
(M), Savello (Bt), Freyer (C), No minimum balance required!
Seager (Bw). 42 ft, 11% Ins.
No maintenance or service
FRESHMAN MEDLEY RE- charge! You pay for Hit checks
LAY (does not count In scor- and no more!
Trust Company
ing): Maine (Watts, Buteau,
The Bank That it Buty Building Maine"
MOMAl OfTOSIT WN»AMC* roarcoAnON
Caswell, Clark) 2 Bowdoin, 3
kCMIMI HC4IM MW1 SWIM
Bates. 3:38.9.

EVEN A SLIDE RULE . . .

i

DEPOSITORS

'

